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B - Symbols 

 
Baby - represents one’s spiritual age; also represents need to express tenderness; (dc) - one of the 

most prevalent symbols in the life of an initiate. To be in the process of having a baby, holding a 

baby, seeing a new baby, or cuddling a baby, is the symbol that one has been born to the higher 

self.  In the dream he is being told by his angels and the monitor of his higher unconscious that 

he has given birth to a new self and in the future will put into practice the pure first stages of the 

spiritual life, or that he is being born anew. All such dreamers should be alert to the outer 

manifestation of the new self in their lives. 

(Also see Child) 

Baby (accepting an infant) - means that one is accepting the birth to the higher self. 

Baby (birth of) - means birth to the higher self. 

Baby (black) (ktk) - a black baby in a dream symbolizes outer change brought about by birth to 

the Higher Self. 

Baby (embracing a black baby) (ark) - when one is embracing a black baby it symbolizes one 

has been born to the Higher Self through the attainment of the reverent side of love. 

Baby (delivery) - means to be a midwife to the birth of the higher self of another person.   

Baby (refusing to take) - to refuse to take an infant to raise in a dream means that one is resisting 

birth to the higher self, and therefore is denying the responsibility of the spiritual life. 

Baby (stroller) (ark) - represents spiritual transportation for the higher self. 

Back (ark) - represents one’s kundalini power, attitude or strength. 

Back (injury) (ark) - injury to one’s power, strength or attitude. 

Backbend (ark) - a test of one’s flexibility and ability to adapt to change. 

Back (bowed) -^ a symbol of humility or reverence; < blocked kundalini. 

Backup (ark) - to back out of or reverse a situation 

Backyard (ark) - the subconscious. 

Backyard (w/green grass) (ark) - subconscious healing. 

Bacon – indulgence. 

Badminton (ark) - study of the stratagems of mind sparring. 

Bag (ark) - grace. 

Bag (jewelry bag made with black velveteen) - grace from accumulated secret treasures. 

Bag (brown paper) (ark) - temporary grace in rendering a physical service. 
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Bag (paper) (ark) - temporary grace. 

Bag (garment) (ark) - physical grace. 

Bag (white cloth) (ark) - a symbol of spiritual grace.   

Bag (white paper) (ark) - temporary spiritual grace. 

Bag (white paper bag with gems & crystals inside)  - temporary grace from accumulated 

spiritual treasures. 

Bag Pipe (ark) - astral world grace in penetrating the glandular system of man. (arc) All wind 

instruments are related to the Lunar Deva Angels residing in the astral world.  Wind-instrument 

music gives penetration into the glandular system of man, creating moods and desires. 

Balcony / Balconies / Mezzanines - mean regions above the astral world; overlook onto dramas 

of initiation.  Balconies or mezzanines represent specialized instruction in the night in which one 

acquires spiritual techniques, skills and gifts that he may extend the time limit of his instruction; 

that he may become a mediator in the physical world; and that he may go in and out with 

freedom from the 1st Heaven and the 2nd Heaven.  One must have extremely loosened vehicles 

while in the waking state to master these spiritual techniques.  In time, such initiates are free to 

go in and out of the body in the waking state.  Extended time freedom in night-flight comes only 

to him who has received these specialized skills under the direction of a Master. 

Ball (ark) - a will lesson in the game of life to overcome competition and jealousy through the 

raising of consciousness. 

Ball (black and white checker) (ark) - a will lesson in the game of life to learn the law of 

diversity and the use of will with ethic. 

Ball (blue) (ark) - a will lesson in the game of life to overcome competition and jealousy 

through emotional, mental and spiritual peace. 

Ball (sapphire blue) (ark) – a will lesson in the in the use of the higher mind through ethics. 

Banana (ark) - examination of one’s inner foundations. 

Bank (ark) - power and authority in relationship to stored energy or grace reserves. 

Bank account (ark) - stored energy or grace reserves. 

Bankruptcy (ark) - depletion of energy or grace reserves. 

Bankruptcy Report (ark) - marking and tracing to determine depletion of energy or grace 

reserves. 

Bannister (of central staircase) (ark) - support from the Masters. 
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Baptism - the sacramental act of purification and cleansing through the spirit of the Holy Ghost 

in preparation to receive the Christ. 

Baptist, John - worked through agitation on the emotional atoms of men by plowing up their 

guilts and sins and reproached them for lagging.i 

Bar (horizontal) - magnetic currents of astral world; astral construction; emotional indecision; 

opposition from persons; animal kingdom. 

Bar (vertical) (ark) - alignment of the will with the middle way; to discipline the will with 

upright thinking; to unite duality thinking. 

Barn (ark) - represents one’s physical and/or karmic foundations.  (Look for condition of the 

barn for further insight.)   

Barnacle (ark) - lower astral world inhabitant that attaches and drains one’s strength. 

Baseball (ark) - a game to learn the laws of moral consciousness through a spiritual teacher. 

Basement - the subconscious mind; residual karma yet to be resolved.  One goes into the 

basement in the night’s sleep preparing himself to meet old karma in the outer or external life.  

He also learns something of his own faults or guilts in basement-like planes in the night.  The 

arid vaults of the subconscious are opened to him, that he may condition himself for the painful 

processes exacted in resolved karma.  Any dark secret place giving off atmospheres of revulsion, 

pain or suffocation experienced during dreams relates to one’s unwillingness to come out of the 

dark of the hidden side of nature. 

Basket (ark) - represents the pattern or design of one’s spiritual walk in life. 

Basketball - an assessment of one’s carnal nature. 

Bar - one is seeking escape from reality. 

Bat - negative, left-hand path telepathy from a person in the world with inverted, psychical 

powers or from a vampire force of the lesser astral regions.  Such telepathy devitalizes or drains 

the feelings.  Mental thought form.  Symbol used by black magicians. 

Bath (oi) - purifying water is a form of baptism if your bath is sacred. This is determined by how 

you share and give. 

Bath (sacred) (ark) - purification; a form of baptism. (The sacredness is determined by how one 

gives and receives). 

Bathing (ark) - emotional or astral initiation that moves as ritual in the initiates’ body. 

Bathroom - a symbol of cleansing and eliminating. 
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Bathroom (to drop something down the drain) - loss of grace through negligence by undersoul 

or lower astral energies. (For clarification on the type of grace lost, note the object that was 

lost.) 

Bathroom Shower (ark) - a place to purify and cleanse. 

Bathroom sink (ark) - a cleansing font. 

Bathtub (ark) - a place of initiation to cleanse and purify. 

Bathtub (square) - cleansing and purification of the karmic past. 

Battery (ark) - power source for lower astral world duality current. 

*Battle - Indicates one is being conditioned in the use of his will.  To be involved in a battle of war 

indicates that one is in the midst of karma relating to the masses. 

Beach - sandy path, the beginning of a new phase. 

Beans - all beans contain mineral fire necessary for steady memory and mind.  Beans seen or eaten 

in a dream indicate that the etheric body is in need of mineral fire. 

Beans (string) - to climb or to shape. 

Bear - hibernation, emotional impenetrableness, and non-communication.  An unqualified mystic 

and retreatist. Habitat northern indicates human genesis levels; non-complying, hibernating men. 

Bear (Panda) - a useless person who believes himself to be an ornament to society.   

Beard (ark) - insight; wisdom. 

Beaver - night service and unceasing industry in the higher astral planes with freedom in the use 

of the higher emotional body.  A person of coordinated industry. 

Bed - lesser etheric body. 

Bed (getting out of) (ark) - one is losing the mental attachment to the lesser etheric body and is 

seeing oneself as spiritual rather than physical. 

Bed (lying on) - a bed in the night indicates that one still has some attachment mentally to his 

lesser etheric body and physical body and is thinking of himself as physical rather than spiritual. 

Bed (split leg) (ark) - one’s resting place is undermined. 

Bed (unmade) (ark) - thing are still unformed and in a state of flux in the lesser etheric body. 

Bedroom - a conjugal scene related to one’s sex attitudes; also a scene of retirement from the 

clamors of the day.   

Bedroom (disordered) - means emotional irresponsibility. 

Bedroom (familiar) (ark) - one is researching his own emotions and desires. 
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Bedroom (orderly) - bedrooms fragrant, clean, orderly, indicate one’s attitude is balanced as to 

life, death and birth. 

Bedroom (refurnishing) - one is replacing old spiritual thoughts with new ones.   

Bedwetting - painful memory from past lives are remembered. 

Bee - spiritual telepathic industry; solar initiation; co-disciple.  Freedom for action in the higher 

emotional body, etheric body and thought.  Bees in a dream are a soul-medallion symbol.  To see 

a bee or a hive of bees in a dream indicates that one is contacting the energy overflow or the honey 

of wisdom of the medallions of the accumulative souls who are drawn together to produce the 

Divine honey or wisdom essence of God.  Divine Mother especially works with Deva 

consciousness in certain solar initiatory powers.  The more highly evolved a person, the more  s/he 

is capable of being with souls of rare spiritual quality. (See Watch You Dreams for further details, 

pg. 138-9.) 

Beehive - mediative Cosmos-Disciple action. 

Beer (pouring into dog kibble) (ark) - expansion of faith and mind powers to escape unreality of 

lower astral plane intellectual nourishment. 

Beer (drinking) (arck) - satanic deviators; unreality; seeking escape from reality; a warning in a 

dream to master one’s desire for intoxication or excitation. 

Beets - indicates need of iron. 

Bell sounds - the sound current is inside of you. Some come in with more alignment with the sound 

current. It first may come as the sound of an object: as a bell, as raindrops or the sound of waves 

crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell when placed next to the ear, or like a cord of 

electricity where we step into different dimensions. The Great Void will open certain doors that 

will take you to the sound current and the freeing of consciousness. Stillness is always a preceding 

necessity to receive the sound current. This can occur at deeper levels of sleep where we recharge 

and are made new every day to face the challenges we have set up for ourselves.1 

Bell pepper (green) (ark) - healing stimulator of the palate and the brain. 

Bell (tolling) - signifies the right timing and rhythm as to worship, and the necessity of maintaining 

the same timing of the day as to worship.ii 

Bench - (ark) public support. 

Beverage (Coffee, Tea) - hospitality; energizer; stimulator; to produce active thoughts; stimulates 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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pituitary gland and adrenal gland; a psychic food. 

Beige - a neutral color of non-involvement.  On the outer planes when one continually expresses 

himself in beige environments or in neutral tone colorings, he is a person desiring retreat from life 

involvement.  Beige vibrations of color are seen in dream experience only on the lesser etheric and 

lesser mental planes.  To encounter this color during sleep or meditation reveals that one has 

entered into a neutral field and is using the indecisive mind, and thus needs will-rejuvenation. 

Beige is a borderline color.  Beige personalities offer nothing and give nothing.  They are in danger 

of becoming parasitical. 

Being or Teacher (with feet on the floor) (IS) - means the one seen is living on the earth.  If his 

feet are above floor, he is in the etheric or omniscient state.  If he is seated in a yoga posture, this 

is the sign of Master-omnipresent powers or being permanently conjoined with his protégé 

apprentice in the earth. 

Belt - Desire to be supported.  Fancy or jewel like belt - the girdle of life; grace; protection. 

Belt (brown) - desire to be supported in making physical sacrifice or rendering a physical service. 

Bible - religious or sacred concepts. 

Bicycle - use of the lesser will.  Traveling on a bicycle in a dream means one is researching his 

level of human progress. 

Bill (electrical) - payment is due on a lower astral world karmic debt. 

Bill (past due electrical) - penalty for nonpayment of lower astral world karmic debt. 

Bills (paying) - payment on karmic debt. 

Bird - the higher self; spiritual telepathy. All two-legged flying creatures represent the mental, 

thought, thinking and telepathy. iii 

Bird (IS) - Terrestrial Angel. 

Bird (blackbird) - negative telepathy or disturbing news of a subtle, mental variety. 

Bird (blackbird w/message) - blackbird with golden message symbolizes the test of money from 

devious persons. 

Bird (black and white) - the symbol of legal matters. 

Bird (chicken) - a young woman. 

Bird (chicken breaking out of a shell) - symbolic of a dry birth (labored birth to the spiritual life) 

by a young woman.2 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Faith. 
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Bird (dying) - sign that one is suffocating the life out of his higher self. 

Bird (in cage) - higher self-restrained. 

Bird (flying against window) - a soul seeking to cross the barrier between life and death. 

Bird (flying to left) (arc/ark) - mastering of negative-mind ominous forces. 

Bird (flying to right) (arc/ark) - spiritual forces coming to one’s aid; also represents the 

reinforcement of the angels. 

Bird (freeing a bird) - freeing the higher self; and telepathic powers. 

Bird (killed) - bird being killed on hitting the glass is a sign of an imminent death. 

Bird (overhead) - consciousness; (ktk) alignment with the higher self. 

Bird of Paradise (flower) - in a dream, the symbol that one has united within himself the 

correspondences between the bird life and the flower kingdom, and thereafter he sees all living 

things as unified expressions of God. 

Bird (Phoenix) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Bird planter (ark) - telepathic enclosure encasement. 

Bird (Sparrow) - symbol of mercy for the masses. 

Bird (white) - spiritual telepathy. 

Birds (flock flying to right) - synchronization of spiritual forces coming to one’s aid; also 

represents the reinforcement of the angels. 

Birds (flock flying to left) - synchronization and mastering of negative-mind ominous forces. 

Birds (in a tree) - indicative that his thoughts are ready to enter into a state of telepathy. 

Birthday - all birthdays are recorded in heaven and are sacred days.  If the heart will hear, one will 

experience a sacred day.  It is the day one unites himself with the agreement of his soul and 

reminded of his covenant to come to the world. 

Black - negative black is seen to warn of secrecy, death, danger.   Black is the low octave of the 

color white, which represents supreme light or deity.  Black is not evil as a color to accentuate 

light.   Black has a negative dissonance action upon the mind when too abundant. Too much black 

obliterates will. 

Black and Brown - when seen together represents a karmic penalty to be exacted. 

Black and Gray - represents depression and negation.   

Black (charcoal) - black with tones of gray when seen in mass indicates obstructions 

unintelligible, unfathomable.  Charcoal black seen in a dream or meditation indicates that one is 
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standing upon unsympathetic ground.  This color denotes indifference, mass unawareness, mass 

obstruction.  Reaction from this after dreaming or meditating is frustration and futility.  One should 

remember to pray earnestly to receive strength, patience and spiritual understanding after seeing 

this color in dream or meditation.  Persons who feel at home with black coloring or clothing are 

usually adamant persons who desire to make powerful the negative aspects of their lives. 

Black (dress) - obstruction of the will by the feminine aspect of one’s nature. 

Black magic - cursing through anger. 3 

Black Panther - dangerous, unrelenting, ruthless enemy of the night.    

Black and Red (ark) - Kali colors; death to the ego. 

Black and White (ark) - the law. 

Black and White (dress) (ark) - one has a feminine perspective of the law. 

Black and White (suit) (ark) - sees polarities in terms of black and white; the letter of the law 

rather than the spirit of the law. 

Black and White (checkered clothing) - represents duality which plays upon man during the first 

probation of his discipleship; the law of diversity.4 

Black and White (dreams without color) - pertain to the physical planes of life in which emotion 

is yet to be understood.  Black and white dreams are devoid of emotion. 

Black and White (houndstooth clothing) ark - symbol of balanced polarities; the law. 

Black and White (plaid clothing) (ark) - sees karmic polarities in terms of  black and white or the 

law. 

Blackboard (ark) - instruction to be received (if the student) or given (if the teacher). Take note of 

what is written. 

Black Baby (embracing) (ktk) - when one is embracing a black baby it symbolizes outer change 

brought about by alignment to the new Self or Higher Self. 

Blackman - for a Caucasian to dream of a black man means a complete change of environment, 

business, residence or change of conditions. 

Black magic - cursing through anger. 5 

Black Person (facing) (dc) - an initiation to learn to be free.  Facing a colored person in a dream 

 
3Jonathan Murro, The Healing of Anger. 
4Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, Arc Publishing Co., p. 99. 
5Jonathan Murro, The Healing of Anger. 
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can mean one is dealing with race prejudice.   

Black Woman - when a Caucasian dreams of a black woman, it means a key to complete change 

of attitudes. 

Blanket - one is preparing for comfort, covering.  When clean indicates purity.  When soiled, 

indicates sickness. 

Bleach (ark) - purification. 

Bleachers (people in) (ark) - supporters. 

Bleachers (empty) (ark) - no supporters. 

Blender (ark) - manifestation powers. 

Blinds - concealing a situation or problem. 

Blinds (opening) - to dream that you are opening the blinds, indicates that you are ready to reveal 

something significant and/or personal that was previously unknown. 

Blinds (shutting) - to see or dream that you are shutting the blinds, suggests that you are in denial 

about a situation or problem. The dream may also be a pun on being blind and refusing to see 

something. Perhaps you are hiding something.    

Blister (ark) - emotional irritation or burning. 

Blood - a fluidic ego vessel; a photographic field registering man’s impressionable emotions and 

thoughts. 

Blood (measurement) (ark) - measuring the mental and will intensity of the ego in the lesser 

etheric body. 

Blood (measurement through a vein of the index finger) (ark) - measuring the influence of the 

mental and will intensity of the ego in the lesser etheric body. 

Blood (menstruating or hemorrhaging) - indicates one is seeking purification and is turning her 

faith to the Lord Jesus that He may heal her of any feeling of guilt through procreation or sex, even 

as he healed the flow of blood (St. Matthew 9:20).  So do all women heart-disciples in the 

beginning of their initiation turn to the Lord Jesus for absolution and chastity strengths. 

Blood (stained garments) - or blood upon the garment of anyone else in a dream indicates that one 

is in danger of being involved in some unpleasant condition related to amoral acts. 

Blood Transfusion - one has devitalized his lesser etheric body supporting the prototypal and 

ancestral record and is receiving resuscitating and healing ministering helps from heaven.  One is 

being reinforced with a higher rejuvenation of the cosmic life force. 
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Blood (flowing from wound) - this indicates that one is being cleansed of impure prototypal 

pictures registered in the blood.  A prototypal picture contains a picture of the former life or 

personality, also the record of the ancestral line. 

Blood (internal bleeding) - etheric body bleeding; one is being drained. 

Blue - represents emotional, mental and spiritual peace. 

Blue (aquamarine) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Aquarius. 

Blue (cerulean) - relates to the higher etheric, the higher mental and higher emotional planes.  

Cerulean blue is the color used by the Cherubim Angeles to announce their presence or their 

contacting love.  To see cerulean blue in a dream indicates that one is aligning himself with the 

pure spheres of the cosmic music.  Cerulean blue can only be experienced in dreams when one has 

stilled his sentient atoms.  The angels use the color blue to give hope and divine assurance to the 

one who aspires to use his higher mind. Spirit Eternal or mind’s light of Jesus) (IS) - is always 

seen as a cerulean blue light of cool peace-giving, celestial fire.   

Blue (indigo) - relates to man’s telepathic rapport with the laws of nature.iv  (107) The color of 

akasia, the highest aspect of prana.  The akasic flame is used by the great Masters to cleanse the 

auras of their disciples.  As one increases in meditative powers, he gives off more of the akasia 

blue light. (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Gemini. 

Blue (indigo light) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Blue (Madonna) - it is a higher emotional and etheric color relating to the mother-principle of 

human mothers who work with the Divine Mother, or Mother of the World.  Madonna blue is an 

inoffensive healing color, inducing feelings of impartiality.  It is a passionless color devoid of 

possessives or subverted attachments.  This color in dreams indicates a healing of possessive 

tensions and the healing of infatuation.  Madonna blue is a blue between Jupiter blue and pale blue.  

It is often used by painters coloring the garment of Mary, and the mother of Jesus. 

Blue (Midnight) - pertains to discipline of thoughts; ruled by planet Saturn. 

Blue (pale) - indicates neutralized emotions; willingness to arbitrate.  Also indicates that one is 

preparing to move in an impersonal attitude toward things karmic.  All borderline pale colors seen 

in the inner planes indicate that one is slowed down in sentient action, preparing for a new 

experience. 

Blue (royal Jupiter) - a slightly darker shade than indigo.  Royal blue is the sign of a blessing and 

a promise of substance and expansion.  This color can be seen only when one is in alignment with 
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higher etheric and mental aspects of light.  Every person has his distinct vibrational ray or tone of 

color.  Persons having the Jupiter blue light in the center of their souls’ medallion are powerful 

manifestors for God.  They are builders under cosmic law.  Wherever they serve, creation follows. 

Blue (sapphire) - represents the higher mind. 

Blue (turquoise) - the color related to the higher astral world or First Heaven. (121) - the key solar 

color for mystical healing for Sagittarius. 

Blue Light (seen in meditation) (IS) - while meditating means one has made contact with one of 

his angels close by.  He also has seen a portion of his spiritual atom portal open in the throat or 

between the brows.  This may mean that one is making a contact with a pure presence in the light, 

such as an angel, an invisible helper, a higher guru, one of the Masters, or a beloved risen dead.  

One should always give thanks for this vision so as to extend the time of the blessing from the 

presence. 

Blueberries - symbol of spiritual manna; a Lemurian fruit. 

Boa Constrictor - parasitical, possessive, subtle danger from persons in the physical world or from 

entity powers of the astral world, paralyzing and frustrating the physical will. An evil discarnate 

entity, or one who cannot reincarnate, in possession of a person’s physical will.   

Boar (sacrificial) - a wild attribute of greed; the necessity to overcome one’s greed. 

Boat - etheric passport. 

Boat (small with white sails) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Boat (speed boat) (ark) - rarefied etheric passport. 

Boat (speed boat backing up) (ark) - backing out of or reversing a situation within a rarefied 

etheric passport. 

Boat (white) (ark) - spiritual etheric passport. 

Bodhisattva (IS) - lotus; cave; diamond rod; white serpent; bamboo cane. 

Bolster (ark) - to support. 

Bone (ivory) - the essence or foundation of will power. 

Bones - the essence or foundation of life and to personal power.   

Bones (fractured or broken) (dd)- represents a threat to the foundations of life and to personal 

power. 

Bonnet (ark) - pioneering teacher. 

Bonnet (white) (ark) - pioneering spiritual teacher. 
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Book - an embodiment or former life record. (IS) - Recording Angel; Master M (El Morya). 

Book (erasing from) - every erasure indicates the good which has come out of the conflict 

involving each soul-record in the book. 

Book (gold) (103) - one is being prepared to receive his soul-record of grace from some former 

life. 

Book (open) - akasic record; soul’s record; contact with the Recording Angel. 

Book (open black Bible) (ark) - soul’s record of former genesis trial. 

Book (open black Bible to scripture on Jacob) (ark) - represents one’s victory over a genesis 

dweller initiatory trial.  In the transition process between genesis levels, a person incorporates a 

new sacred name which holds the new impulse or inspiration to serve.  (Jacob was given the new 

sacred name of Israel.) 

Books (library of) (IS) - Illuminati. 

Book (red) (ark) - cosmic dynamism of grace from a former life. 

Books (room filled) - large room filled with books means research of the akasic records during 

sleep. 

Book (turquoise blue) ark - one is receiving his soul-record of grace from the higher astral world 

or First Heaven.   

Book (with penciled blue lines) - to see light as a penciled blue line beneath the words or sentences 

in any book speaking of spiritual ideas is proof that one is reading a magnetized book blessed by 

the Holy Presences and the angels. 

Book (white)(ark) - one is receiving an embodiment or former life record of perfected spirit.   

Book (yellow phone book) (ark) - telepathic inquisitiveness of an embodiment or former life 

record.   

Boots - one is protected from astral slime or soil. 

Boots (black) (ark) - one is protected from the dangers of astral slime or soil related to abuse of 

will. 

Boots (brown) - one is protected from astral slime or soil as he walks the path of physical sacrifice 

or is rendering a physical service. 

Bomb (ark) - explosion of destructive forces. 

Bomb (atomic) - a nucleus of destructive forces. 

Bones - foundation of life and personal power. 
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Bougainvillea (ark) - blossoming into a greater love expression as a disciple of Jesus. 

Boulder - positive:  spiritual protection and potential strength;v  (ark) - negative:  a major obstacle 

in your life. 

Boulder (of ice) (ark) - a major obstacle in one’s life caused by a frozen condition or limitation. 

Boulder or Rock (with face carved into) - caught into the psychic for ages, for many lives. 

Bow and Arrow (ark) - a bow and arrow seen in a dream represents the spiritual warrior shooting 

for the stars in the use of the higher mind; the balanced use of the feminine and masculine sides of 

one’s nature.  It can also symbolize the Sagittarius prototype. 

Bow knot - mastery of electric and magnetic currents; symbol of yin and yang or male and female 

polarity: left side feminine, right-side masculine; also, will initiation. 

Bow knot (golden) (IS) - one has earned protective telepathy; Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light 

Stream #1. 

Bow knot (loosed or slack) - one has forfeited his protection. 

Bow knot (pink) ark - one has acquired moral or devotional discipline. 

Bow knot (pulled or untied) - one has acquired androgyny. 

Bow knot (silver) (IS) - one is under discipline; Master M (El Morya): Will - Light Stream #1. 

Bow knot (tied)- in the positive, means operating on a duality level; protection. 

Bowl - baptismal font; the begging bowl; grace; purification; receptacle of one’s love; hospitality; 

a mother symbol; a womb symbol of security and protection.  Purification and selfless desire.vi 

Bowl (surgeon’s bowl and white towel) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream 

#4. 

Bowling - to learn the ethic; playing the game. 

Bowel movement - indicates that one is overcoming and eliminating the poisonous memories and 

conditions of the past.  To dream of a bowel movement indicates that one has need to search his 

conscience as to guilt, and also that he should learn to eliminate soiled thoughts and attitudes 

toward the natural functions of his body. 

Box (carrying heavy rectangle legal box) (ark) - a loss of power while carrying a heavy load 

during an initiation working with the greater laws and commandments. 

Box (legal rectangle) (ark) - casualty or loss during an initiation working with the greater laws 

and commandments. 

Box (rectangle) - a coffin or death. 
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Box (star-shaped red box) (ark) - a gift of the soul's cosmic destiny. 

Box (round) - womb. 

Box (square) - to be confined, enclosed or imprisoned in the four-dimensional planes; karma.   

Boy (young) - one has contacted Krishna or the boy Jesus who will teach him to be a fisherman of 

the souls of men. In this dream he is seen near an ocean.  One may also encounter the boy Jesus in 

a similar dream.  From such a dream one knows that he is under the care and direction of the Christ.  

He is also opening what is called in the Rishi teachings the Buddhi, which is centered directly over 

the seventh chakra.  The Buddhi principle provides one with divine intuition, the higher 

discrimination.  To unite with Buddhi is to have at hand always the answer to the question one is 

asked regarding spiritual life and law. 

Bra (ark) - support for nourishing the feminine principle. 

Bra (beige) (ark) - support for the feminine principle is hampered by a neutral field. 

Bra (pink) ark - reverence and devotion to support of the feminine principle. 

Bracelet (ark) - protection. 

Bracelet (pearl) (ark) - indicates protection earned from opening the soul powers. (IS) - a teacher 

or sacred guru.6 

Bracelet (pearl) placed on the wrist (ark) - the teacher’s protection and acceptance of the student. 

Bracelet (sapphire) (ark) - when seen in a vision, one is being shown that he has the potential to 

be accepted as a Christ-Initiate.  (IS) - a teacher of the super conscious (Christ-Mind) or sacred 

guru.7 

Bracelet (silver) (ark) - protection while manifesting moon power or vitality cleansing, healing 

and purifying fire. 

Bracelet (turquoise) - indicates protection earned during an Atlantean existence. 

Brain - shot through the right temporal lobe of the brain (the will). 

Brain (research) - to research the brain in a dream or meditation, or to dream of being engrossed 

with any particular portion of the brain, indicates that one is being instructed as to certain initiations 

whereby he may gain additional knowledge of his interior nature supporting his soul and his mental 

consciousness. 

Bread - the sacrament of the Lord’s body.  Life substance; sacrament; to accept sacrament; 

 
6Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, pg. 209. 
7Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, pg. 209. 
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comfort.   

Bread (given by a person) - this is the bread of life as a healing agent. 

Bread (fresh baked) - symbol of spiritual nourishment from the Lord’s table, blessed by His Son; 

it is also the symbol of being fed in right timing, and of benefiting by one’s labors and efforts. 

Bread (loaf of) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Bread (old toast) (ark) - dried up life substance. 

Bread (sweet) (ark) - indulgent comfort. 

Breast (bitten on the) (ark) - rejection of nourishing feminine principle giving sustenance or milk 

of spiritual truths. 

Breasts - when seen with detachment, relates to the nourishing feminine principle giving 

sustenance or milk of spiritual truths. 

Breastplate (jeweled robe or ephod) - breastplate of prototypal powers passed on as the Mantle of 

the Living Teacher with twelve jewels representing the twelve hierarchy powers of the soul. 8 

Breastplate and Armor (IS) - Archangel Gabriel. 

Breath - the first breath at birth records one solar identity.  The use of the lungs for breathing 

correlates to the soul’s effulgent, emanating power.  When one has command of the soul, mental 

and emotional rhythms, he has command of solar and lunar breathing. 

Breath (in vision or dream) (IS) - the Holy Ghost; uniting with prana or cosmic life force; the 

need to unite with the pulsation point of the soul’s medallion so as to be at one with the 

vibrationless power of God. 

Breath (power) - the power of breath alters consciousness by changing the currents of the mind.  

Breath brings polarity to balance and integrates the lower and higher chakras.9 

Brhaspati - also known as Venerable One, is in charge of all twelve Light Streams, in conjunction 

with Joseph, the father of Jesus. 

Brick (ark) - stewardship. 

Bridal Gown (woman wearing) - initiation of the feminine polarity being united with the 

masculine polarity to become a bride of Christ. 

Bridge - bridge over chaos; passageway to the Master; overcoming the astral abyss. 

Briefcase (ark) - to see or carry a briefcase in your dream, represents your level or preparedness 

 
8Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 418. 
9Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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for an upcoming initiation. 

Brocade (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Broccoli - an ordinary or mundane blessing. 

Bronze - felicity (happiness). 

Bronze Pranic Lake - lower subconscious. 

Brooch / Pin - indicates that one has received a protective gift or talisman of reverence; admiration 

from a loving source, spiritual or physical. 

Broom - a new lease on life. 

Brown (110) - one is to make a physical sacrifice or to render a physical service.  Also means 

physical satisfaction or receiving physical recognition for one’s physical services. 

Brown (chocolate) (110) - materialistic pressures, materiality, material expectations, material 

ambitions. 

Brown (earthy) (110) - one unites himself with the sense of smelling when he sees earth brown 

colors or earth colored in brown tones.  He is making alignment with the Natures forces through 

the sense of smell and gathering the mineral healing fires into his breath. 

Brush (ark) - introspection and cleansing. 

Burgundy (purplish red) (113) - karmic suffering caused by past-life physical offenses; lower and 

astral gravity vibrations. 

Buck - a contesting, masculine, emotional force on the physical plane. 

Bucket (ark) - vessel for transporting. 

Bucket (of dog kibble) (ark) - signifies the storing up principle in Nature and man of lower astral 

plane spiritual nourishment. 

Bucket (overflowing with coins at river’s edge) (ark) - abundance of wealth for humanitarian 

efforts. 

Bugs or Insects (crawling over the dreamer) - warning about parasitical persons and the dangers 

of helping people before they are ready; also, a warning that cell bacteria are out of control; danger 

of purification through fevers or infections. (See Insects) 

Building (1st level) - relates to one’s everyday contacts in the physical world; also, to one’s outer 

or objective consciousness life and of his way of thinking on the physical plane. 

Building (2d level) - relates to one’s individuality or ego, as one thinks himself to be; also relates 

to one’s secret vanities and use of his will. 
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Building (3d level) - relates to the mind and its functioning as a vehicle of higher unconsciousness. 

Building (law office) (ark) - working with the law in a religious body of worship. 

Building (rectangular) - the perfect structure for religious worship correlating with the true Ritual 

of the Higher Worlds, is a rectangular building.  The rectangle building of worship pertains to 

man’s laying his own rectangular physical body upon the altar of God. Dome over the altar at the 

end of a rectangular building pertains to man’s immortality through the mediative power of his 

soul. 

Building (repairs) (356) - if one is repairing something in a building or house, it indicates one is 

overhauling the outer world appearances and personality. 

Building (rectangular) entering in (ark) - entering upon a new experience with determination and 

perseverance in religious worship to serve upon the altar of God. Note associated symbols for 

further insight. 

Building (rectangular) leaving (ark) - resolution and completion of work with a religious body. 

Building (unfinished) - something yet to be resolved. 

Bull - unresolved emotional sex force or over dominating sexual power; memory of Osiris in 

Egypt. 

Bull (sacrificial:  black) - a dream reminder of the necessity to cleanse the sexual nature through 

sacrifice and restraint. 

Bull (sacrificial:  white) - Memory of Osiris in an Egyptian life. 

Bull (Taurus) - initiation through earth matters, stewardship of earth objects; initiation as to 

coveting objects and possessions, also as to one’s forceful sex nature.  High Side - to gain balance 

in earth attitudes; to learn generosity; to serve to carry the burdens of the weak.  The ox - one of 

the aspects of the dream symbol of the bull - means to sacrifice and to grind and also to earn; “The 

laborer is worthy of his hire;” a burden-bearer person. 

Bullet (ark) - projection of anger or aggressive energy from a mean spirit. 

Bullet (brass) (ark) - anger or aggression by deceptive means. 

Bullet (copper) (ark) - spiritual power from the feminine. 

Bullet (copper)fired (ark) - projection of energy manifesting as spiritual power from the feminine. 

Bullet (fired from a bee bee gun) (ark) - vajra from a co-disciple.   

Bullet (hit by) (ark) – injury from the assault of angry or aggressive words spoken by another from 

a place of judgment. 
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Bullets (gold) (ark) - spiritual power from the incorruptible true self. 

Bullets (hit by gold bullets) (ark) - projection of energy manifesting as spiritual power from the 

incorruptible true self. 

Bullets (silver) fired (ark) - <projection of negative Judas mind current; ^reflective and mediative 

purifying fire sent out through a vajra when one is not totally prepared to receive the more direct, 

divine, prismatic cosmic rays stepped down through seeing. 

Burgundy - karmic suffering caused by past-life physical offenses; lower astral gravity vibrations. 

Bus - to dream of a bus with many people indicates that one is with a group of other persons who 

are also riding in the night with him; (ktk) group consciousness. 

Bus (co-pilot) ark - signifies one is not using his will to arrive at his particular destination for the 

night’s action and that he is earning the power and use of his will to ascend as the teacher of others 

into the higher dream veils. 

Bus (flying) - one is using his higher etheric body in the rarified etheric atmosphere of the higher 

dream veils with a group of other persons who are also riding in the night with him 

Bus stop (ark) - waiting to enter into a group consciousness. (Note where the buses destination is 

to reveal the level of consciousness.) 

Bus (trolley)(ark) - traveling with a group body in the lower astral world. 

Bushes (in swampy places) - indicates that one has certain astral functions and deceptions that he 

must seek to overcome. 

Brush (thicket of) - one is reminded that he has need of clearing out his thoughts, so as to provide 

him with a pathway to greater thoughts of light. 

Brush (artist’s paintbrush) (IS) - Illuminati.   

Butter - cream of effort or rewards; too much butter - indulgence.   

Butterfly - the symbol of the pituitary gland’s higher telepathic power and also the symbol of the 

higher intuition.  Symbol of reincarnation.  A blessing as a disciple. 

Butterfly (freedom) - “The freedom of the Butterfly symbolizes the Time-Relativity Gifts of the 

Soul:  Remission of Sins, Healing Miracles, Archetypal Prophecies, Revelation-Illuminations, 

Christ-Mind Quickening of Grace and Truth.”vii 

Butterfly (Monarch) (ark) - symbolic of the Higher Self eternal reality telepathy. 

Butterfly (white) (IS) - Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5. 

Button (334) - safety; protection. 
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